Internship

- CIS: Civil Society, Technology, Governance
  - Freedom of Speech, Surveillance (PRISM), Internet Access
- Researcher for the Privacy Project
- Representative at Cyber Security Conferences
- Organize and Contribute CIS Events
- Write Articles for Relevant topics
  - Published to CIS website
In the Office
Impact on Organization

- CIS: Steady Flow of Global Interns
  - Key portion of work is intern contributed
- Seven Website Entries
  - CDR Access, Right to Be Forgotten, Transparent Surveillance, etc.
  - [http://cis-india.org/author/kovey](http://cis-india.org/author/kovey)
- Building New Networks
  - Saket Modi, CEO, Lucideus
  - Avira Tharakan, CEO, myeasydocs
CIS Events
Learning Experiences

• Technical Skills
  • Encryption, Network Basics, Cybersecurity
• Legal Analysis
  • Interpretation of International Policies
• Privacy Mentality
• Proportionality
Travel
Impact on Personal Goals

• Surrounded by Both Lawyers, Engineers
• Policy Work Behind the Scenes
• No clear ideas on Graduate School
• Development/International Work
Favourite Pictures
Closing Thoughts, Takeaways

• The Challenges of Civil Society
• Benefits of Networks
• Humility and Privilege
• Globalization